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As the season is preparing to change from winter to spring, it’s once again time for Miller’s to change as 
well.  As we all know, nothing stays the same.  Change is an important part of all our lives.  With change 
comes growth and new opportunities.  In order to look forward, we also have to, on occasion, look 
where we came from.  In this issue of “Happenings at Millers”, we want to take a look at where the 
event industry has been and what you can expect today and in the near future.   As you will see, it’s 
pretty evident from the nostalgic photos we have presented compared to today’s photos, that we have 
certainly come a long way.   Sure, the products and styles we rent have changed, that’s inevitable. But 

more importantly, the actual fundamentals on event 
logistics, technology, variety, customer service and 
expectations of what is required to make a successful 
event happen are all unique and different. 

Many of our clients have changed their approach to 
corporate and group events, putting a priority on fun and 
engaging activities that promote interaction and give 
participants something to talk about long after the event 
is over.  At Millers, we are constantly seeking products and 
services that fit that bill. Lounge furniture, for one, has 

become an integral part of numerous corporate and 
wedding setups. 

Social media has become a big part in planning, 
implementing and showcasing events not only for us but 
also our clients.  This has proven to be a great medium 
for us to work with customers.  The days of faxing or  
”snail mailing” contracts and CAD diagrams is long gone. 
Today, we can use resources such as YouTube to share 
event concepts and Pinterest to post timely photos. The 
internet has become a way for our clients to connect 
with us interactively. 

We remember the day when Hagstrom was a name you frequently saw in our trucks when delivery guys 
used to plot actual routes, not GPS from their cell phones. 

Site surveys are now done with laser measuring tools and Google Earth. Although we still keep a couple 
old school tape measures around.  Scaled layouts are done with sophisticated computer programs that 
can create your event ideas into a scaled diagram, in fact, even digitally placing it in the actual event 
location as opposed to the days of graph paper sketches tracing quarters and dimes to represent tables. 

http://pinterest.com/millersrentals/


Contracts are now done by computer that carefully 
remove items from inventory as to not “overbook” 
equipment as opposed to hand written lists made in 
triplicate using something called “carbon paper” . 

Some things have not changed for the better.  We 
remember when gas was $.89 cents a gallon now it’s 
almost $4.00.  In an effort to not to pass on the bulk of 
those costs to our customers, we design our fleet to be 
cost effective and our delivery schedules are better 
coordinated to eliminate wasted miles. 

Tent décor has come a long way.  LED lights are now used for efficiency and ease of installation. They 
also consume less power.  Lantern lighting is the new Crepe Paper.   Ceiling liners, pole drapes and fabric 
are used to soften the look.  Custom flooring can be seen in many of our tents.   With today’s modern 
products we can put structures on grounds that years ago couldn’t be considered due to uneven slopes 
or high ground pitch.  

Speaking of structures, some of today’s tents are more 
like buildings.  Although traditional pole tents are still 
used, especially for the bridal market, many of our clients 
are requesting “high tech” free standing structures with 
large open areas unobstructed by center supports.  Also 
extremely popular today, are High Peak structures that 
have a pole tent profile, yet are free standing with no 
center poles.  Traditional hip end structures have been 
replaced with more modern and open feeling gable end 
structures. In the past, sections of tent made of “canvas” 
where laced together. Not anymore! Today’s tops (skins as we refer to them) are made of heavy duty 
vinyl and slide into place; this is called Kedar technology which is German designed.  

Rental equipment upkeep has also changed immensely.  In the past, everything was washed by hand.  
There were no chair washing machines, tent washing 
machines, linen pressing and folding machines, floor 
polishing systems and depending on how far you want to 
go back….dish washing machines. Today technology has 
given us the equipment to process equipment to a higher 
standard.  We even have modern machines that not only 
put stakes in the ground but also take them out.  Although 
our crews love to swing those 16 LBs sledge hammers, 
(which you can watch on YouTube!)  we do have other 
options available for them.  

http://www.millersrentals.com/index.php/component/rsgallery2/item/642/asInline
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=4361290637449&set=vb.130284887803&type=3&theater


Now let’s not forget about the basic equipment that goes in the 
tents.  White wood chairs are now White “Resin” Chairs.  
Ballroom (Chiavari) Chairs are now the norm and not the 
exception for high end events.  Cushions for these chairs can be 
ordered in just about every color under the sun and if you really 
want, chairs can be covered or wrapped and have bows 
attached.  Tables are now available in various lengths, widths 
and heights along with no less than a ”gazillion” choices of linen 
covers and skirting.  

In the past if you wanted a tent warm you hung sidewall.  If you wanted it cool you could took it off.  
Now just like your home, tents can be “temperature 
controlled”.  Available today are heating and cooling systems 
designed specifically for outdoor events.  When you need to 
enter and exit the tent without folding back the sidewall, then 
why not use double wide French doors. How cool is that! 

Years from now you 
will look back at this 
column and say I remember that.   No one knows the 
changes that lay ahead.  We can only imagine.  The only 
thing to be sure of is that Miller’s will continue to change 
with the times and stay as fresh and innovative as we can so 
that we can offer our clients the best possible products and 
services for your next event.  

We appreciate your business, Have a great Spring. 
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